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Integration of cryptocurrency into investment transactions not only simplifies the
process but also elevates security and transparency. Through the immutable
ledger of blockchain technology, every transaction is etched and verified, fostering
a culture of trust and accountability among users. Moreover, by cutting out
intermediaries, RCO Finance slashes fees and diminishes the risk of errors or
delays, granting users unprecedented control over their investment endeavours.

RCO Finance's innovative ethos caters not only to seasoned investors seeking
portfolio diversification but also beckons cryptocurrency enthusiasts keen on
exploring traditional financial avenues. Whether it's acquiring shares in esteemed
companies, investing in real estate assets, or venturing into alternative investment
opportunities, RCO Finance presents a versatile platform accommodating a broad
spectrum of investment preferences.

Furthermore, by facilitating direct transactions in cryptocurrency, RCO Finance
contributes to the broader adoption and acceptance of digital assets in mainstream
finance. As the global financial landscape evolves, RCO Finance stands at the
vanguard of innovation, propelling forth a future where cryptocurrency seamlessly
integrates with traditional investment channels. In doing so, it empowers individuals
worldwide to actualize their financial aspirations with unparalleled ease and
efficiency.

In an era fueled by the ascent of cryptocurrencies, RCO Finance emerges as a
pioneering force, reshaping the investment landscape with its groundbreaking
platform. By harnessing the potential of blockchain technology, RCO Finance
introduces a revolutionary concept – the ability for users to directly purchase
shares and a diverse range of real-world assets (RWA) using cryptocurrency,
sidestepping the cumbersome process of converting to fiat currency.

At the core of RCO Finance's innovation lies a steadfast commitment to
democratizing investment opportunities. Traditional financial markets have long
erected barriers to entry, marked by convoluted processes, intermediary layers,
and geographical constraints. However, RCO Finance dismantles these barriers,
offering cryptocurrency holders from every corner of the globe seamless access to
a myriad of investment options. 
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RCO Finance stands as a pioneering platform in the cryptocurrency landscape,
reshaping the investment realm by enabling users to directly purchase shares and
an array of assets using cryptocurrency. This groundbreaking approach eliminates
the necessity for converting to fiat currency, marking a significant leap towards
democratizing investment. By eradicating barriers such as convoluted processes,
intermediaries, and geographical limitations, RCO Finance opens doors for a
broader spectrum of investors.

Through seamless integration of cryptocurrency into transactions, RCO Finance
amplifies security, transparency, and accountability via blockchain technology. Not
only does this foster trust among users, but it also reduces fees and minimizes
errors, granting users unprecedented autonomy over their investments. RCO
Finance caters to both seasoned investors and cryptocurrency enthusiasts,
offering access to diverse investment opportunities spanning shares, real estate,
and alternative assets.

By facilitating direct cryptocurrency transactions, RCO Finance actively promotes
the wider acceptance of digital assets within mainstream finance. Positioned at the
forefront of innovation, RCO Finance serves as a bridge between cryptocurrency
and traditional investment channels, empowering individuals globally to efficiently
achieve their financial goals.

01 Introduction



Key Problems:

Complexity of Conversions: Converting
between cryptocurrency and fiat currency
often involves complex processes and
multiple intermediaries. Users may need to
navigate various exchanges, each with its own
set of fees and procedures, leading to
confusion and inefficiency.

Limited Accessibility: Traditional financial
systems have geographical constraints,
limiting access to investment opportunities
based on location. This can exclude
individuals from emerging markets or regions
with underdeveloped financial infrastructure.

High Transaction Costs: Intermediaries in
traditional financial systems often impose
high transaction fees on users, reducing
overall returns on investments. These fees
can eat into profits and deter users from
engaging in investment activities.

Lack of Transparency: Traditional financial
systems lack transparency, making it difficult
for users to understand the true cost and
risks associated with their investments.
Without access to comprehensive and up-to-
date information, users may make
uninformed decisions.

Dependency on Intermediaries: Users in
traditional financial systems rely heavily on
intermediaries such as banks, brokers, and
custodians to facilitate investment
transactions. This dependency introduces
counterparty risk and adds layers of
complexity to the investment process.

02 Key Problems in Traditional Investment Statement

Limited Investment Options: Traditional
financial systems offer a limited range of
investment options, often focusing on
mainstream assets such as stocks, bonds, and
mutual funds. This lack of diversity can hinder
users' ability to build well-rounded
investment portfolios.

Slow Transaction Times: Transactions in
traditional financial systems can be slow to
execute due to manual processing,
settlement delays, and regulatory
requirements. This sluggishness can lead to
missed investment opportunities and
frustration for users.

Exclusion of Cryptocurrency Holders: In
traditional financial systems, cryptocurrency
holders often face exclusion from accessing
certain investment opportunities. Many
financial institutions and investment
platforms do not support or accommodate
transactions involving cryptocurrencies,
leading to a lack of integration between the
crypto and traditional finance worlds. 

By addressing these problems, RCO Finance endeavours to simplify the investment process, broaden
accessibility, cut costs, enhance transparency, and empower users with increased control over their
financial assets and investment decisions.



RCO Finance's crypto project offers a streamlined solution to the complexities inherent in
traditional investment processes through a fully DeFi ecosystem. DeFi principle helps in
simplifying the conversion of cryptocurrency to fiat currency and traditional assets, the platform
eliminates unnecessary intermediaries and reduces transaction costs. This streamlined approach
enhances accessibility for cryptocurrency holders, allowing them to participate in a wider range of
investment opportunities without geographical constraints or financial barriers. Additionally, RCO
Finance prioritizes transparency and efficiency by leveraging blockchain technology, providing
users with real-time transaction tracking and faster settlement times compared to traditional
financial systems.

Furthermore, RCO Finance's platform empowers users with greater control over their financial
assets and investment decisions. By eliminating dependency on intermediaries and offering a
diverse array of investment options, including shares, bonds, and real estate, the platform enables
users to build diversified investment portfolios tailored to their individual preferences and risk
profiles. 

03 Key Benefits

Direct Ownership: RCO Finance grants users direct
ownership of assets, eliminating the need for
intermediaries such as brokers or custodians. This
direct ownership gives users full control over their
investments and eliminates counterparty risk
associated with third-party custody.

Simplified Process: The platform offers a user-friendly
and simplified investment process, enabling users to
seamlessly navigate through various investment
options and execute transactions with ease. 

Cost Savings: By leveraging blockchain technology to
facilitate transactions, RCO Finance significantly
reduces transaction costs compared to traditional
financial systems. Users benefit from lower fees
associated with asset purchases, sales, and transfers.

Transparency and Security: RCO Finance prioritizes
transparency and security by utilizing blockchain
technology to record and verify all transactions on an
immutable ledger. This ensures transparency in
transaction history and enhances security by
safeguarding against fraudulent activities and
unauthorized alterations.

Diversification Opportunities: The platform offers a
diverse range of investment options, including shares,
bonds, real estate, and alternative assets. This
diversification allows users to spread their investment
risk across multiple asset classes and optimize their
portfolio for long-term growth and stability.



03 Key Benefits

Accessibility: RCO Finance enhances accessibility
by providing users with seamless access to
investment opportunities regardless of their
geographical location or financial background. This
inclusivity democratizes investment and opens
doors for individuals who may have been
previously excluded from traditional financial
markets.

Global Access: With its decentralized nature, RCO
Finance provides global access to investment
opportunities, allowing users from around the
world to participate in the platform's offerings. This
global reach expands the user base and facilitates
cross-border investment activities without
geographical limitations.

Integration of Cryptocurrency: RCO Finance
seamlessly integrates cryptocurrency into the
investment ecosystem, allowing users to utilize
their digital assets for purchasing traditional assets
and vice versa. This integration bridges the gap
between cryptocurrency and fiat currency,
facilitating a more fluid exchange of value.

Non-KYC Approach: RCO Finance adopts a non-KYC
(Know Your Customer) approach, prioritizing user
privacy and anonymity while complying with
regulatory requirements. This approach allows
users to maintain their privacy without
compromising on security or regulatory
compliance.



Purchasing Assets: RCO Finance facilitates the direct purchase of a
wide range of assets, including shares, bonds, real estate, and
alternative investments, using cryptocurrency. This offering
provides investors with the flexibility to diversify their portfolios
and access traditional assets without the need for converting
cryptocurrency to fiat currency. 

AI Trading Tool: The platform offers an AI trading tool powered by
advanced algorithms and machine learning techniques. This tool
analyzes market trends, identifies investment opportunities, and
executes trades on behalf of investors automatically. By leveraging
AI-driven insights, investors can make informed investment
decisions and capitalize on market movements 

Automated Market Making/ Market Making (AMM/MM): RCO
Finance facilitates automated market making through
decentralized exchanges (DEXs), allowing investors to provide
liquidity to trading pairs and earn rewards in return. Automated
market making involves algorithmic trading strategies that
automatically adjust prices based on supply and demand
dynamics.

Liquidity Pools: The platform offers liquidity pools where investors
can stake their assets to provide liquidity for various trading pairs.
Liquidity pools play a crucial role in decentralized finance by
ensuring sufficient liquidity for trading activities and enabling
seamless asset swaps. 

Pre-Derivatives (Pre DO): RCO Finance's Pre-Derivatives Offering
(Pre-DO) presents a groundbreaking opportunity in DeFi. With Pre-
DO, users gain access to decentralized derivatives trading,
including options, futures, and swaps. It is built on a secure
blockchain infrastructure, it ensures transparency, reliability, and
interoperability across the DeFi ecosystem. 

04 Key Offerings



DeFi Cards: RCO Finance introduces DeFi cards, which are digital assets representing
ownership stakes in decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols and projects. These cards offer
investors exposure to the rapidly growing DeFi ecosystem, allowing them to participate in
various DeFi activities.

Access to DeFi Ecosystem:
RCO Finance's DeFi cards provide users with seamless access to the broader DeFi ecosystem,
allowing them to interact with decentralized applications (dApps), decentralized exchanges (DEXs),
lending platforms, and more.

Convenience and Flexibility:
DeFi cards by RCO Finance offer unparalleled convenience and flexibility, whether making
purchases, transferring funds, or accessing DeFi protocols, users can enjoy the convenience of
traditional banking services while retaining full control over their assets in a decentralized manner.

Global Acceptance:
RCO Finance's DeFi cards are accepted globally, allowing users to transact seamlessly whether
traveling abroad or engaging in cross-border commerce, users can enjoy frictionless payments and
access to DeFi services wherever they go.

 Security and Privacy:
With DeFi cards, users can enjoy enhanced security features such as multi-factor authentication,
biometric verification, and non-custodial control over their funds.

Rewards and Incentives:
DeFi cards offers attractive rewards and incentives to users, including cashback rewards, token
rewards, staking bonuses, and more. 

Interoperability and Integration:
RCO Finance's DeFi cards are designed to be interoperable and seamlessly integrate with existing
DeFi protocols and infrastructure. Whether interacting with Ethereum-based dApps or cross-chain
DeFi platforms, users can leverage RCO Finance's DeFi cards to access a wide range of financial
services and opportunities.

04 Key Offerings



05 Tokenomics

RCO Finance's tokenomics, with its emphasis on a substantial allocation for the public round, underscores
the project's dedication to community involvement, decentralization, and fair distribution principles. By
empowering the community to become integral participants in the ecosystem, RCOF lays the foundation for
a vibrant and sustainable decentralized finance platform.

RCO Finance has 1% buy and 4% sell tax that will be redistributed to the long term holders in the form of
dividends.

Team: 4% 32,000,000
Allocated to the core team members for project development, management, and long-term
commitment.

Advisors: 4% 32,000,000
Reserved for advisors who provide strategic guidance and support to the project.

Ecosystem Development: 20% 160,000,000 
Allocated for ecosystem development, including partnerships, integrations, and building the RCO
Finance platform.

Marketing: 5% 40,000,000
Utilized for marketing and promotional activities to increase awareness, user acquisition, and
adoption of RCO Finance. 

Ecosystem Rewards: 2% 16,000,000
Reserved for rewarding early adopters, community members, and contributors to the RCO   
ecosystem.

Liquidity/MM/Exchange: 12% 96,000,000 
Allocated to provide liquidity on exchanges, support market-making activities, and ensure healthy
trading volumes.

Private Sale: 5% 40,000,000 
Offered to private investors and strategic partners during the private sale phase at a discounted
rate.

Public Sale: 50% 400,000,000
Available for purchase by the public during the public sale phase, ensuring widespread
distribution and community participation.



05

Smart Contract & Audit:

RCO Finance smart contract deployment process adheres to industry best practices, encompassing
rigorous testing, code review, and version control mechanisms. Through meticulous planning and
execution, we guarantee the seamless integration of smart contracts into our ecosystem, thereby fostering
an environment conducive to innovation and growth.

Contract Address: 0x620bdf9583d55aff9f0538b66607566a9174f4e7

Recognizing the inherent complexity and criticality of smart contracts, we have enlisted the services of a
reputable third-party audit firm “SolidProof” to conduct a comprehensive review of our codebase. This audit
entails a thorough examination of the smart contract architecture, code logic, security vulnerabilities, and
adherence to established standards and conventions.

The completion of smart contract deployment and third-party audit underscores our unwavering
commitment to fostering trust, security, and transparency within our crypto ecosystem. By adhering to
industry best practices and engaging in rigorous scrutiny, we strive to instill confidence among our users,
developers, and stakeholders. 

Tokenomics

Public Round
50%

Team
4.0%

Advisors
2%

Ecosystem Development
20%

Marketing 
5%

Ecosystem Rewards
5%

Liquidity / MM / Exchanges
Private Round

5%



$RCOF is the native utility token of RCO Finance, designed to power and govern the decentralized finance
(DeFi) ecosystem. It serves as a vital component for various functions within the platform, offering users
opportunities for governance, burning, staking, yield farming, and accessing key features and services.

06 Why RCOF

Token Governance:
Token governance empowers $RCOF holders to actively
participate in decision-making processes that shape the future
of the RCO Finance ecosystem. Holders can propose and vote
on protocol upgrades, changes to tokenomics, and other
governance proposals. 

Burning:
Burning mechanisms are employed to decrease the circulating
supply of $RCOF tokens over time, thereby increasing scarcity
and potentially driving value appreciation. RCO Finance may
implement periodic token burns, wherein a portion of tokens is
permanently removed from circulation.

Staking:
Staking enables $RCOF holders to lock up their tokens in a
smart contract for a specified period, contributing to network
security and stability. In return for staking, participants may
receive rewards in the form of additional $RCOF tokens,
transaction fees, or other incentives. 

Yield Farming:
Yield farming involves strategically allocating assets to different
liquidity pools to maximize returns, often through automated
market makers (AMMs) like Uniswap or SushiSwap. By
participating in yield farming, users contribute to liquidity
provision and earn rewards proportional to their contribution.

Transaction Fees
Transaction fees play a crucial role in the effectiveness of the
$RCOF token within the RCO Finance ecosystem. They serve
as a mechanism to sustain and incentivize network
participation, while also contributing to the overall value
proposition of the token. 

Tier-Based Dividend Income
RCO Finance offers a tier-based dividend income system,
providing users with the opportunity to earn dividends based on
their tier level within the platform. Users are assigned tiers
based on factors such as their level of participation, investment
size, or duration of holding RCO tokens.



Public Sale Tokens:
20% of the total token allocation is released on Token Generation Event (TGE)
Remaining public sale tokens are released linearly over a period of 4 months, with an
equal portion released each month.

07 Vesting Schedule

Team Tokens:
Locked for a duration of 3 years 
After 3 years, linear release over a period of 20 months, with 5% of the total allocation 

Private Sale Tokens:
20% of the total token allocation is released on Token Generation Event (TGE)
Remaining private sale tokens are released linearly over a period of 5 months, with an
equal portion released each month.

Liquidity Tokens:
100% are released on Token Generation Event (TGE)
Tokens are locked for a duration of 3 years, preventing immediate liquidity injections
that could potentially disrupt market dynamics.

RCO Finance has implemented a robust vesting strategy meticulously designed to fortify the project's
longevity and resilience within the volatile cryptocurrency landscape. Central to this strategy is the gradual
release mechanism applied to team, public sale, and private sale tokens, which mitigates the risk of sudden
market fluctuations and fosters a stable growth trajectory. 



08 Revenue Streams

RCO Finance fortifies its financial position, supporting its mission to revolutionize the DeFi investment
landscape and empower users worldwide. RCO Finance revenue stream are envisioned on long term
sustainable mode, Key revenue streams are;

Buy and Sell Tax:

RCO Finance generates revenue through a 1% tax applied on buy and
4% sell transactions conducted on its decentralized exchange (DEX).
This tax, imposed on each trade, contributes to the platform's income
with every executed transaction.

Trading Fee:

The platform charges a trading fee on transactions conducted within its
ecosystem, serving as an additional revenue stream. These fees,
applied to each trade, incentivize user participation while generating
consistent income for the platform.

DeFi Cards Usage Fee:

RCO Finance monetizes the usage of its DeFi cards by implementing
very minimum usage fees. Users incur fees when utilizing these cards,
which offer enhanced functionalities within the decentralized finance
ecosystem. 

Premium AI Tool Access:

RCO Finance offers premium access to its AI trading tools, providing
users with advanced features and insights for a subscription fee. This
revenue stream diversifies the platform's income sources while
enhancing the trading experience 

Other Potential Revenue Streams:

RCO Finance may explore additional revenue streams, such as
offering premium services, providing liquidity provision incentives, or
introducing innovative financial products and services. These initiatives
aim to diversify the platform's income sources and foster long-term
financial sustainability.



Whitepaper and Website Launch 
Platform Setup
Beta Testing 
Security Check 
Smart Contract Audit

Community Building
Start Presale
Launch RCO Finance 
Community Engagement
Presale scaling

STAGE

STAGE
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STAGE

01
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03
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STAGE 1

STAGE 3

STAGE 2

STAGE 4

Presale Closure 
CMC and CG Listing 
Increased Marketing Efforts
Ecosystem Development 
Token Launch on DEX 

Launch DeFi Card
Launch on CEX
Increase liquidity pools
Launch lending protocols
Further Smart Contract Audits
KOL Partnerships

09 Roadmap



www.rcofinance.com


